Hunters who sign up for the "4-H" program this year will want to keep in mind that "a natural way of life is a better way," "a natural life is better for the body," "a natural life is better for the soul," "a natural life is better for the mind," and "a natural life is better for the spirit.

The study was done under the direction of Dr. Jack Reynold, director of the Department of Animal Science at the University of California, Berkeley. The study was presented at the annual meeting of the Association of American Medical Colleges in New York City in May, 1975. Dr. Reynold said the results of the study were "very encouraging."
**Roving Reporter**

**WAS POLY ROYAL WORTH IT?**

**Mike Jones** - EIF, Junior

I think some of the departments demand too much from some individuals. There should be a more even distribution of work. What I saw of Poly Royal was very impressive.

**Ray Kelly** - Soil Science, Senior

It was very enjoyable and interesting. The displays were much the same as last year, but they were very well exhibited.

**Steve Worth** - EIF, Junior

This prepares the young kids that visit the school with a knowledge of what they are going to learn in both observation and fun.

**Marilyn Jones** - Math, Freshman

It was a lot of fun. This is the eighth year I have seen it, and since I am now a freshman here, it has a different atmosphere. When you are involved, it is more exciting.

**Doug Swell** - Soil Science, Senior

I thought it was well worth the effort. The weather was worse than last year, but we had some people. The displays were above and beyond anything I have seen in the past. I would say that it wasn't worth the effort.

**Tom Hughes** - Engineering, Senior

As General Chairman of Poly Royal, I thought it was well worth the effort. The weather was worse than last year, but we had some people. The displays were above and beyond anything I have seen in the past. I would say that it wasn't worth the effort.

---

**OPENING CEREMONIES**

Despite the look on Dr. Alton's face, the rain on Friday failed to dampen the opening ceremonies which were moved inside to Doudall Gym. (Photo by Brian.)

**SKATING IN THE RAIN**

Part of the ice-skating show opened by the air conditioning department was this lovely scene from Hollywood. (Photo by Brian.)

**TEST DRIVES**

Checking through hills of mud, each jeep had its share with the car's durability. (Photo by Brian.)

---

**FLASH during the backseat competition.** (Photo by Corbett.)
CHOPPERS DISPLAYED: Agriculture Choppers, right foreground, were displayed next to other models at the Central Machinery building. (Photo by Williams.)

DUKE PATIO: ... The problems started last summer Thursday when you were报告 noted, which caused difficulty in the supply department. (Photo by Williams.)

TCH CARTER: Pulpmill Queen, addresses the crowd during opening ceremonies. (Photo by Healey.)
**Tee'd off by froyland**

It took more than 40 years for the world of sports to recognize it.

Will it take Cal Poly that long? Volleyball originated in the United States in 1895, but its development was slowed down by the sheer number of sports at the time. By 1967, the sport was slowly gaining traction in the United States, and Cal Poly was one of the universities that began to take it seriously.

Mustangers prepare for 1967 grid season

The Mustangs look to continue their rise in the standings and compete for a championship. The team has been working hard during spring practice and is ready to take on the season. With a mix of returning players and new additions, the Mustangs are confident in their ability to succeed.

Netters fourth

The women's tennis team continues to impress with their performance. They have won three out of their last four matches, solidifying their position in the standings.

Mustangments prepare for 1967 grid season

The team is eager to compete in the coming season, with a strong focus on improving their performance and securing a spot in the championship. The Mustangs have a talented roster and are ready to take on the challenges ahead.